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The Koala Kicked All The Care Bears’ Ass At UFC: Critter Combat			

BAGELS AIN’T BREAKFAST
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I know that you’re hoping to find some kind of pointed, funny
ideas backing up my title, but too bad. Bagels ain’t breakfast.
End of story.
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Holy fucking sh

I’ve made it my new goal to lose my dream virginity. Night
after night, I meet these nice girls, good-looking and seemingly willing, and night after night, I ditch out on them. A
typical scenario: I’m playing baseball and I need to go
recover something from my car. Two girls from the opposing team follow behind me to my car. As I’m digging around
in my car, they approach me. Without much ado, we start
making out. The two girls are on either side of me in the
front seat of my truck. As things are getting heavy, they work
their way down into my shorts. The two of them start going
to town. I lean back to savor the moment, close my eyes,
then BAM! I wake up. And I feel so bad for my two dream
girls. They really put themselves out for me and I decide to
cut out at the last minute. See ya later gals, I’m going to go
wake up now. It’s shitty. Anyway, there’s no real lesson here
and I don’t think there’s anything I can do about it. Someone
told me that if I can force myself to look at my right nut in
the dream, that I can gain control of the dream, but I’ve never
been able to do it yet.
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People always ask me about the process of making the paper.
I have a simple rule of thumb. If it’s funnier than a drunk
person imitating a drunk person, it’s in.
Barry Bonds is in the news. I hope they take away all of his
home run records and give them to me. I know you’ve heard
this before, but I’ve not only never taken steroids, I actually
have spent the last few years scarfing every performance
depressing drug I can get my hands on. Instead of wondering
how many dingers Bonds would have hit without steroids, you should be wondering how many I would have hit if I hadn’t been dead drunk and high.

Pays for itself in only 152 movies!

I don’t know if this exhibit is still there, but since I hated it, don’t worry about
it. I go to the San Diego Natural History museum. I really like natural history
museums. Basically, I like to look at stuffed model animals and try to decide if
I could kick that animal’s ass if I had to. The museum had a special exhibit on
dinosaurs in the basement. I go down there and the place is full of big dinosaur
models. On closer examination, though, the model are all half-scale. Now this
pisses me off. What the fuck is the point of a half-scale model of a dinosaur?
The whole thing about dinosaurs is that they were huge. Why would you spend
all the money to make this big model if, when you were done, you still had to
look at it and say, “Gee, so the real dinosaur was actually twice as tall as this,
twice as wide as this and twice as long as this. So take this dinosaur, imagine
it eight times bigger than you see it here, and there you are!” Why not save
some money and just put a two inch toy plastic dinosaur on a little stand with a
flashlight pointed at it and tell everyone to imagine the dinosaur being just like
this, except it’s 282 times bigger? Thanks so much, San Diego Natural History
Museum.

Sure, maybe he COULD do anything he wanted, but maybe he’s not bright
enough to actually come up with something to do. You have seen the Hare
Krishnas around, right? They just sit there and repeat Hare Krishna again and
again. I know what you’re thinking - what more could I ask for from a religion? Funny clothes, chanting in ancient tongues, community and belonging.
But it turns out there’s more to it than that. You see, they are worshipping the
god named “Krishna.” Now Krishna, although not omnipotent or omniscient,
is pretty clever. He set himself up that every time you say his name, your soul
comes closer to Krishna. Think about that. That’s pretty smart. Even writing
his name has brought me closer to him. Reading his name written in this article
has brought you closer to Krishna. Even if I write, “That motherfucker Krishna.
I fucking hate Krishna, he’s such a fucking worthless loser of a god,” I’m still
brought closer to him. I guess all I’m saying is that maybe those other loser
gods are worth checking out.

Okay, it’s Sunday morning. After what happened last night, I am looking over
the list of gods to worship. Now many people looking at this list may wonder,
how could you NOT choose God? I mean, omnipotent, omniscient, plus he
created the entire universe, that’s a pretty decent resume. But don’t count those
other gods out so fast. Omniscient and omnipotent doesn’t mean he’s smart.

-Love Your Editor, George

STUPID PHOTOSHOP OF THE MONTH:
If Rip Hamilton quit basketball for the opera.

Staph Box
HIV
AlexT, AlexM+, JasonW, Milky, GeorgeL, Samskillz
Hepatitis
Rocketman, Rhino, Kelly
Syphilis
B-rad, Stevie Why, Milkman, T-Bone, N.W., Seth Bailey, JimmyC,
MattN

Phantom of the Stadium
Try your hand (or other masturbatory device) at being funny.
Submit your own caption for this photo at:

http://sdsu.koalahq.com

Pregnant
Rexican, J. Rhodes
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WORLD FAMOUS
				 KOALA LISTS
Top Five Ways To Tell That Chick Is A Trannie
1. Insists she’s “not like other girls”
2. Sad attempt to cover Adam’s apple with
neck beard
3. Puts out anal on the first date
4. She was on American Gladiators.
5. Dances at Lord Blacks
6. You lost a brother, but gained a sister.
7. She buys dinner and doesn’t take her hand
out of your shirt when you say, “No.”
8. Starts her period after anal
Top Five Bumper Stickers Promoting Reading
1. My Other Car Is A Bookmobile
2. Read or Die!
3. Reading...Finally Worth All The Trouble
4. Reading...If You Don’t Already Know, You
Must Not Need It
5. Reading...Do We Have To Spell It Out For
You?
6. Reading...The Original Sleeping Pill
7. Reading...Making Blind People Jealous
Since 1462
Top Five Things Overheard at the SDSU
Playboy Magazine signing at Tower
1. You wanna show me your tits?
2. Can I see your cans?
3. Quick flash?
4. Hey baby, show me your boobs.
5. Didn’t we have Soc. 101 together?

Top Five Signs Your Dad Is Gay
1. During childhood, he insisted on wiping
your ass.
2. During your teen years, he insisted on
wiping your ass.
3. Instead of teaching you how to shave, he
teaches you how to wax.
4. Tells you your boyfriend is cute
5. Teaches you the trademark family fight
move - “If you pull his hair, you can get in
there and scratch his eyes out.”
6. Has told you since the age of four you are a
natural catcher
7. Mommy’s name is Steve
8. When you misbehaved, he made you spank
him
9. On your 21st birthday, he took you out for a
round of Zimas.
Top Five Great Things About White
Underwear
1. Everyone thinks you have more than one
pair.
2. Built-in cleanliness indicator
3. Make your pasty white chest and thighs
look tan
4. Easy to tell when they’re backward
5. May save my life someday

Top Five Things To Do In Case of an
Earthquake
1. Wait for the government to come with
truckloads of food and water and who are we
Top Five Reasons Not To Talk To Jesus
kidding? Just kill anyone you see.
1. Jesus no habla ingles.
2. Find nearest pinball machine. Hold steady.
2. Won’t set you up with his mom
3. He’s just gonna tell God everything you say. 3. Whip out the dildo and be glad you saved
4. Tired of the “My dad can beat up your dad” money by not buying the vibrating one.
4. Take shelter under the nearest overpass
arguments
5. Make fun of the epileptic children
5. Rumor is Jesus loves me and I don’t swing
that way
Top Five Things I’ve Learned From
6. Too many hot chicks at the party
Beatdowns
7. Every time he dares you to kill an animal,
1. Avoid beatdowns
you end up doing 72 in the loony bin.
2. If he’s bigger than you, he’s not a “fucking
8. He’s clingy. You know that he’s just going
to start calling you five times a day and ask you faggot.”
3. He’s also not a “fucking retard.”
to go to the movies with him when you really
don’t want to, but you say yes because you feel 4. Staying conscious helps the learning, but
bad because he doesn’t have any friends, you’ll hurts the me.
5. My brain can be smashed repeatedly for
end up going and just waste $8.50 and two
hours on some crappy Bible-thumber flick, and approximately 2 mnuites bfreoe permnat
dmaage sets ni
the whole time you’ll have keep telling him
6. Calling “Superman save me!” only makes
to keep his hand off your breast when he does
people laugh.
that fake yawn thing, but he’ll still try to give
7. Liked them better when they were wedgies.
you a good night kiss afterward so you’ll try
to be polite and kiss him on the cheek, but like
Top Five Things Overheard During A Fight At
a sleezeball he’ll turn his head and try to stick
A Gay Bar
his tounge down your throat. Then when you
1. “I’ve seen better outfits on straight guys.”
get inside you’ll see that you have a message
2. “This is gonna be a beating worse than God
from Kevin Johnson, the hunky quarterback
wants to give you.”
of the football team and the most popular guy
in school! He wanted to know if you would go 3. “No fair tickling my balls.”
4. “Consider this our gay divorce.”
to Make Out Point with him! OH NO! It’s too
5. “You know I prefer appletinis.”
late by then! Oh, you could just die, you’ll be
6. “Cuntlover!”
so disappointed.

Top Five Half-Man, Half-Animals
1. Crocodude
2. Humanzee
3. Hippopotaman
4. Antebloke
5. Guyzelle
6. Ron Jeremy
Bottom Five Never Aired PBS Documentaries
1. Oedipus Complex: Not That Complex
2. The Universe: Why so big?
3. You Thought That Last Tribe Was Crazy...
XVII
4. Goat Sex 7: Mounting the Mountain
5. “Best of” Clips - Hibernating Bear Cave
Cam
6. Nova: Best American Car Ever Made
7. Nature: Clouds That Look Kinda Like A
Frog Eating Ice Cream
8. Shoot a Nigger, Make a Wish
9. Shelf Paper: The Untold Story
10. An In-Depth Look at Stuff
11. Mohammad: A History In Animation
12. Nature: Just Animals Fucking
13. PBS Guide To Fast, Cheap and Easy
Abortions
Top Five Sexy Things About Midgets
1. Can pretend they’re eight
2. Drunk after two shots
3. Amazing abs developed by pissing into
traditional height urinals
4. Dimpled asses
5. Fit into purses, overhead baggage
compartments and clown cars
Top Five Categories on Family Feud
1. Female Relative You’d Like To Screw
2. Things You Find In Your Ass
3. Things Not Found On A Background Check
4. Ways to Cook a Cat
5. Funny Ways To Be Retarded
Top Five Rejected NASA Missions
1. Mission to Star 103,458,985,345
2. Mission to Star 45,588,302,982
3. Mission to Star 1,237,693,926,654
4. Mission to Mianus
5. Mission “Fly Into The Sun”
Top Five Ways To Tell You’re A Marine
1. You have two kids, a wife, an ex and you
still aren’t old enough to legally drink.
2. You find it important to ask everyone you
see where the party is.
3. You actually think horseshoes look good,
and you actually know what I’m talking about
4. Consider a chicken MRE “gourmet”.
5. Can’t bring yourself to actually say the
words, “Since the Marines are a department of
the Navy, technically, I am a sailor.”
6. You hate foreigners, but are married to one.
7. Have the copy of Soldier of Fortune from
your birth month.
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“Not A Father” Day
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I hate people that accuse Hallmark of inventing holidays just to make money. Who gives a fuck? Instead of complaining,
make up your own holidays to celebrate and forget about Hallmark. My girlfriend does it all the time. Birthday, anniversary,
blah blah blah. Well, it’s my turn. Father’s Day is on the third Sunday in June. Not A Father Day starts on the Monday after
Father’s Day, when you get home and check your mail. If Father’s Day has passed and you didn’t get a surprise card, Happy
Not A Father Day!!! Another year of sloppy hookups where the closest you came to birth control was thinking “Maybe I’m
in her butt” - this is the holiday you fucking celebrate! Here are some cards we wrote up so we can make some money.
Roses are red,
The symbol of affection,
We got lucky today,
But next time you wear protection

We met at a party
Your fucked me real hard
I was taking the Pill
Here’s your Not a Father’s Day card

The results will show in just a few,
Why did the condom have to break...we should’ve used two!
I have to keep calm, during this moment of silence,
Negative! No need to call the police with a report of domestic violence!

You had a big dick
You made me cum quick
I’m not pregnant
You have AIDS

Remember me?
You gave me good lovin’
You can rest easy dude,
There’s no bun in my oven!

My eyes are green
Your eyes are blue
The baby’s were brown
So it couldn’t be you

My name is Suzanne
You gave me what I needed
Knew that I wasn’t pregnant
Cuz a week later, it bleeded

Baby girls come in pink,
Baby boys come in blue,
We didn’t make either
And we both came, too!

Roses are red,
A Valentine’s option,
I’m just happy we don’t
have to resort to adoption
Are you wondering about Memorial Day?
Are you concerned there’s a kid on the way?
Are you thinking there might be a last minute fix?
RU-486.

I was really hoping to have a bastard child,
Although I did like the sex, both wet and wild!
It’d still be a helluvalot better than having you,
I just regret that you intentionally shot your goo
The third Sunday of June is a day many men fear
We can only thank God it comes but once a year
Girls incessantly jabber about pain in childbirth
But I think uncertainty of knowing is many times worse

I got the results, and it said “No baby”
You should’ve listened,
I jog on Tues., Sex again? Maybe?
You are not the father.

A very delicate moment in our lives,
If it turns blue, we’re buying a set of Ginsu knives.
If worse came to worse, I wouldn’t be afraid,
Whether we used a Dr., knife, or even some Raid.

Hallmark in no way endorses this holiday. However, we’re more than happy to take your money, so stop by a Hallmark store for these cards and more.
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People for the Ethical Treatment of Everything
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(PETE)

History: Formed in 1999, as an offshoot of PETA, our founding members were disgusted and appalled by the callous lack of concern for the multitude of non-animal abuse cases.
Why should sentience be a prerequisite for our care? The blatantly anthropocentric bent of PETA eventually forced our hand and we split off from PETA, taking a full 1.7% of the
club’s national membership with us. Those five people formed PETE with the goal of promoting the welfare of those things that weren’t fortunate enough to be born with big eyes
and cute faces.
Mission Statement: Everything in existence from humans to mountains possesses intrinsic value. Everything in existence is equal. Period. You and me, the chimpanzees, trees,
mountains, streams, shag carpeting, Bill Cosby and even djs are equal on a moral level. Stressing the right of only humans and certain animals is a pathetic and misguided endeavor. Until the majority can wake up and open their eyes to this truth, we are doomed to repeat the atrocities of the past. Deep ecology NOW!!!
Activism: We outline below just some of the horrors being committed against everything, all around the world. Many times, we are so used to seeing it, we hardly notice. But
each time everything is abused or mistreated, a little part of our souls dies. Until everything is free, none of us are.

B u r n e d Alive

“It has been said that man is a rational
animal. All my life I have been searching
for evidence which could support this.”
- Bertrand Russel

Our potato brothers and sisters are viciously burned alive.

Beaten

“It is easy for us to criticise the prejudices of our
grandfathers...It is more difficult to distance ourselves
from our own views, so that we can dispassionately
search for prejudices among the
beliefs and values we hold.”
- Peter Singer

Hey asshole, just because you listen to Smashing Pumpkins
doesn’t mean you have to!

Treated as Cargo

Force-Fed

“I know what that torture is...With streaming eyes and parched,
burning throat, one wonders how the people of this nation already
tasting blood and pain can let this be done.”
- Hunger striking suffragist on being force-fed

This man finds pleasure in maliciously force-feeding this poor
grass. Even young children are trained to commit this heinous act.

Exploited
“Injustice anywhere is a
threat to justice everywhere.”
- Martin Luther King Jr.

Our plant bretheren are humiliated and forced into atrocious
shapes for consumer entertainment.

Sold Off

“The animals of the world exist for their own reasons. They
were not made for humans any more than blacks were made for
whites or women for men.”
- Alice Walker

“54 Africans were chained
together, then thrown overboard...Since it was permissable to kill animals for
the safety of the ship, they
decided, it was permissable
to kill slaves for the same
reason.”
- Africans in America, PBS
Packed into the back of this small pickup truck, these
peaches are smothered by each other.

Entire races of fruits and vegetables are shamelessly tagged
with prices and sold to the highest bidder.
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If the Koala Had
If the Koala had died for our sins first, this paper would be the Bible
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The Koala has accomplished many things, but we have to admit tha
ing ourselves, what if the Koala had been there, at the reigns of histo
he have had on our history? In short, how fucked up would the world

The Beginning
of the Earth

World’s Oldest Profession:
Prostitution.

If the Koala was the first disciple, he would have drank Jesus under the table. He also would have
given him a good-natured wedgie on the cross before single-paw-edly bringing down the Roman
Empire. The Koala would have written The Gospel according to The Koala, which would have inspired an all-out war between people with long hair and those unfortunate shorthaired culprits. As
the first disciple, and Jesus’ right hand marsupial, it would be The Koala’s duty to get Him laid. Because of The Koala, Jesus would complain of too many sluts asking him to perform “magic tricks”
with his private parts (yes, He had several). This would be the end of Jesus, and would spawn the
second coming of the dinosaurs. The dinosaurs, being Germans, would kill any Jew they saw instantly, helping to weed out the bad crop from the human population. Due to the lack of Jews, dinosaurs would be left without business accountants and die due to the stress of trying to count numbers.

6 B.C.E.-30 C.E.
Life of Jesus, first disciples
began discipling.

The Koala would have

1249 C.E.
Chinese discover recipe for
gunpowder.
If the Koala created prostitution there would be some major changes
in the sex-for-money industry. I know what you’re thinking, “If it ain’t
broke then don’t fix it.” But even this, the oldest of all professions isn’t
safe from the Koala. For a quick background (I went to the library for
this and everything) prostitution became a career for women and gay
men everywhere when the pioneering cavewoman Grrjblack realized
that cavemen were willing to trade shiny stones for a few minutes of
pleasure in her cavepussy. If the Koala had its say we would eliminate
all the transvestite hookers within the industry, which by the way would
have saved me some major embarrassment last month in Tijiuana, but
that’s a story for another time. Furthermore, there would be no ugly
whores allowed to hook, we’d make sure to put this into the bylaws of
the Whoring Union. If I’m going to buy sex I sure as hell ain’t buying
something I could potentially attain on my own at SDSU (It could happen) with a lot of cheap vodka, lots and lots of cheap vodka. Also, for
those who qualify the Koala would create a program called LaidAid,
a government program that would assist low income individuals and
send a monthly supply of Sex Stamps redeemable at your local street
corner or whorehouse. This would help poor college students and the
unemployed, the two groups who dearly need to get more sex. Oh, and
obviously the writers of the Koala would get free sex anytime they want.

Grrjblack working her client base.

If the Koala discovered gunpowder first, he’d stil
marks from trying to ignite it with his farts. The
probably would have burned the entire Australian
of course the pygmies would have no home. Tha
asses, in Koala history the pygmies live in Austra
the discovery of gunpowder. Sorry, got off on a b
Anyway, Koala gunpowder would be much flas
ing, and every time a gun went off colorful spar
out of the chamber. This would make wars poi
soldiers can’t fight if their uniforms are on fire.T
Koala’s original intent, admittedly, but it’s not a ba
nobody would ever hold up a liquor store for fea

1500’s
First Condom used, designed to be put only on the
tip of the head (you know
which head I mean).
If the Koala invented the condom first, there would be twice as many
accidental births. Everyone would still use them, though, because
if you’ve got to wrap it up, you might as well buy the brand with the
Koala logo and see how much your cock stretches out the Koala’s
smug face. Of course, at some point the Koala himself would use
one, and soon after it would be necessary for him to invent abortion if he didn’t already, or he’d just invent some handy Axe Baby
Spray (order yours today!). Eventually the Koala would go fullcircle and become the first person to swear off condoms entirely.

Move over, Trojan Man, condom-town ain’t big
enough for the two of us.

If the Koala had invented the light
wouldn’t have taken 1,000 tries like
not that hard, it’s just a fucking light b
can put some glass and filament tog
internet, you’ll find easy instructions
did he get hung up on what to name it
acal inventor he settled on “The Edis
strain yourself with all that creativity,
after the light bulb the Koala would g
nograph, the stock ticker, and the ele
it in Edison’s face. Then I’d sleep wit
Koala would sleep with his wife. Any
way too much credit. As soon as the
machine, we’re going to put the coc

Sadly, few people give Uncle
due credit for perfecting the l

d Done It First...
May 8, 2006

“I’m not gay because I love men...but because I hate women.”
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at most of the good firsts have been taken. One day we got to askory, when man’s greatest achievements had taken place? What effect would
be today? Let’s take a Koala look at history, shall we, readers? Ok then.

If the Koala did it first, gunpowder would be easily available in stores everywhere.
Honestly, we just wanted yet another product to affix our logo onto.
capped that fag Judas

ll have the burn
e first fireworks
Bush, and then
at’s right, smart
alia. Well, until
bit of a tangent.
shier and excitrks would pour
intless because
This wasn’t the
ad bonus. Also,
ar of explosion.

1848
Gold Discovered in California.
Has been the shit since, other
states still trying to catch up
(hopeless case).

If the Koala was the first to discover gold in California, bling teeth would have gone
out of style in the 1860’s. Gold MasterCards would be accepted by prostitutes (5 year+
members would get a blowjob discount) and police officers (who said a get out of jail
card didn’t exist?). Silver would be a janitor at a local high school, barely making
enough money to support his heroine habit he picked up from his dealer, Copper. Gold,
being of the Asian ethnic background, would have no problem using his martial arts to
save an innocent victim from wearing too much gold around their neck. Gold would
use his martial arts to get him an acting career, and would soon have higher ratings than
Texas Walker Ranger. Due to the competition, Chuck Norris would challenge Gold
to an all-out kick-your-face-in Mach. The film, Gold vs. Texas Walker Ranger, would
gross over 3 trillion dollars, spawning a new genre of film, “kick-your-face-in noir”.

Admit it, you’re a sucker for the ladies but you’re too broke to even take a girl to McDonald’s. The way chicks are today you ain’t getting laid without a wad o’ cash, unless
you spend the little money you do have on rufies. Blow up dolls are moderately priced
and never get “headaches” at inopportune times but it just isn’t the same. If the Koala
had invented the blowup doll the amount of people using the internet would plummet
and the rapists on campus would have something more realistic to practice on in the offseason. The worst part of the doll is easily the actual blowing-up process. Just when the
mood strikes you and you’ve set the scene with the Kenny G playing and got out the plastic-safe lubricant, now you have to physically inflate the thing!?!? That could take Lord
knows how long and you might get a headache or so winded that you’re no longer in the
mood. The Koala Brand Blowup Doll would feature a built-in inflator that would make
your sex doll ready for the molesting in just minutes! Moreover, the doll wouldn’t have
that dumb, surprised look on its face. Who’s out there engaging in surprise sex on a regular basis? Instead the Koala Brand Blowup Doll would feature a more realistic and accurate look of slight discomfort mixed with a generous helping of growing regret. Also,
the doll would have movable joints much like my old GI: Joe action figure, so I could
finally fuck a sex doll doggy style. You ever tried that with a traditional blowup doll?
Plastic legs are flying every which-way and you end up flat on your face most of the time.
It’s really more challenging than it is embarrassing, a difficult accomplishment with an
inflatable lover. This would also allow the doll to sit in seats, helpful for carpool lanes.

bulb first, it definitely
1879
that retard Edison. It’s First incandescent light bulb
bulb after all. Any idiot invented by Thomas Alva
gether, just look on the Edison. Haven’t heard the
s in five minutes. What,
end of it since.
t? Like a true egomani1899
son Light Bulb.” Don’t
First person dies of alcohol
, Tom. You know what,
poisoning, same person
go on to invent the phocoined the phrase “We’re
ectric motor just to rub
going to party like it’s
th his wife. I mean, the
1899”
yway, that washout gets
e Koala invents a time
ck-bastard in his place.

Fester his
light bulb

The Koala’s favorite
form of gold.

If the Koala had been the first to die from alcohol poisoning, it would be the trendiest form of suicide ever. Girls would no longer be anorexic or bulimic, because it
would be like, way uncool. MTV’s TRL would have a top 10 countdown of the
nation’s most poppy alcohol poisonings, but despite the influence of The Koala,
MTV would still suck. A boxed set of Jack Daniels (252 Proof, Alcohol Poisoning
Edition) would be at the top of every young emo child’s Christmas list. Santa would
have trouble delivering all of his gifts on time due to the sudden decline of the elf
population (Jack Daniel’s made an Elf Edition as well, which was the same thing
as the other set but with twice the amount of alcohol. Those elves can drink! Why
do you think they have fat fingers? Those are storage bins that hold alcohol). Alcohol poisoning would be the most popular form of capital punishment. And because
of this, the rate of murders, robberies, and muggings would triple! After all, would
you rather wait for Santa to deliver the goods when you can put in some effort and
receive the same kind of courtesy from your local government? Soon to come:
Alcohol Poisoning Kit (Kurt Cobain Edition… comes w/ free shotgun!) by Mattel.

1941
The Nazis
invent the first
blow-up doll,
issued standard
to soldiers and
S.S. officers

Standard-issue Nazi blow up doll
with mandatory Fuehrer ‘stache

Today

Cletis Thompson just wanted to party like it was 1899
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Don’t Drink and Drive, Unless You’re Ambidextrous					
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We at the Koala are supporters of the designated driver program. We
also know that it is hard to stop yourself from drinking when you are
surrounded by drunk individuals. Sometimes you must play that “Who’s
the least drunk?” game. don’t feel bad, everyone has done it at least once
in their drinking career. We also know that drunk driving is thought of
as a skill in some circles. Those with the skill rarely have a chance to
display it proudly to those stuck behind them in traffic. Finally a Good
solution, The official SDSU Koala Drunk Driving Bumper Stickers.
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Officer, I already know my BAC’s
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If You’re driving drunk
honk your horn!

--We here at the Koala are in no way, shape, or form
responsible for what you idiots do with these bumper
stickers once you place them on your vehicle. This
includes the decision to drink, drive or be dumb or any
combination of those ingredients. In conclusion, fuck
ya’ll, our ass is covered.

SDSU Legend has it that the Koala rates the different colleges within the school
yearly, based on five different criteria. Some students believe that we are looking for the college with the best parties, the best overall G.P.A., the best ethical
treatment of the campus amongst students, the college that gives the most back
to its community (the community that SDSU takes so, so much from). Truth is, we
actually came up with this idea about ten minutes before we sent this issue off to
printing. We should give most of the credit to the good people at the Miller Brewing Company. The College of Arts and Letters has had bragging rights on campus
for way too long, as the self-proclaimed “greatest college on campus.” We here at
the Koala can’t stand for self-aggrandizing statements such as this. Ergo, we have
decided to weigh in on the issue that nobody on campus was fully aware was an
issue at all. The Koala office has been bombarded with calls such as, “I thought I
signed up to attend SDSU. What is this bullshit about seven different colleges?”
Through this guide we hope that some students will actually become aware that
there are colleges within the SDSU system. That means seven times the amount of
potential hook-ups.

5.

SDSU College of Education

-Rabid Rivalry: Those mischievious dropouts
-Average Starting Salary: “Literally dozens of dollars”-Prof.
Jaffe
-Best Time To Cram: That 1/2 hour block when “Reading
Rainbow” is on
-Favorite Joint: The rolled kind

4.

If only SDSU had professors with the dedication
to the job that Debra
Lafave had, students
would leave class just a
lil’ happier.

3.

SDSU College of Arts and Letters

-Most Popular Road Trip: Women’s Studies annual field trip to
“the” gynecologist
-Best Hangout: Behind the post office
-Claim To Fame: Currently involved in literary theory research
looking into uncovering the alphabet’s secret 28th letter
-Female To Male Ratio: 3 to 1; with 2.6 of the 			
females being hot

-Notable Alumni: Mr. Wizard (with the Unabomber in a 		
close 2nd)
-Faculty’s Claim To Fame: First All-Faculty team to
successfully manufacture green meth
-Drinking Age: Whenever you figure out the recipe for 		
moonshine
-Biggest Pet Peeve: Religion

Sciences would
have placed in the
top three but when
visiting the labs for
quotes we stumbled
upon this “experiment.”

College of Health and Human
2. SDSU
Services

Pictured to the right is
SDSU’s most famous artist
and world renowned letter writer, Picasso. Sadly he
never learned his ABC’s and
continued to write gibberish
until he croaked on a camelhair paintbrush.

1.

SDSU College of Sciences

SDSU College of Business Administration

-Sexiest New Trend: Calculator watch (it’ll never go out of style)
-Rabid Rivalry: “Those god damned slacker students who are
intimidated by my tie”- Chuck
-College Factoid: Everyday, when you come to your Hospitality
and Tourism class, there’s a fresh mint waiting on your desk
-Best Annual Party: Season finale of The Apprentice

Of course I’m in first place! I don’t waste my time
chasing frivolous tail all over campus like the rest of
you! Pathetic losers.

-Best Sandwhich: Krispy Kreme glazed donut stuffed
with pastrami, with a hint of parsley
-School Representative: Tony Little (creator of the
“Gazelle”)
-Favorite Party: Alvarado Hospital, the ultimate after
party
-Favorite Place To Get Fucked Up: Student Health
Services Pharmacy (they spike their Tylenol after 10pm)

With a careful dieting technique, such as the one
employed by Ghandi, you
too can reduce your bowel
movements to once a
month.
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Parties are ranked 1 to 5 where 1 is a party where you wake up with a cripple and 5 is a party where you cripple someone’s bitch ass.
Hardy Ave. Mardis Gras Party 2/23

A keg, 200 jello shots, hot girls, and dumb girls. What a
night. Although there was a slight shortage in the amount
of titlingus being shown, everyone seemed to be in a
good mood molesting beads every chance they got. There
were a couple of birthdays, which was a great excuse
to wear our birthday suits. A couple people got skunked
in a beer pong match and didn’t have a choice but to
streak. They looked like genocide escape victims having
a great time. The sheer joy. All in all, a great night...I’m
guessing...(I don’t really remember). Overall, 3 keg cups.

Bay Area St. Patty’s Day Party 3/17

I cruised up to “the Bay” for what was promised by my
friend to be a “hella cool” round of proud Irish-esque
partying, with multiple locations and plenty of females,
to be fueled on a gallon of Jagermeister. On arrival I
found only empty bottles, drunken idiots, and my brother
with his head buried in the toilet. I did the brotherly thing
and put him to bed, then turned my attention to the obvious night’s goal. Much to my chagrin, it turned out the
only alcohol was down the block, and when I showed up
there it turned out to be another dirty lie. Being the only
one in the entire town foolish enough to be sober on St.
Patrick’s Day, I was recruited for the booze run. The fun
collapsed as I was trying to play catch-up with Coronas
and Jager, and eventually I was forced to return to the
first house. Luckily for me, my friend had come through
and invited his out-of-town friends over who promptly
smoked us right the fuck out, in true NorCal style. I spent
the rest of the night listening to live emo on acoustic guitar. Because they guy playing also owned the mary jane
I had just enjoyed, it would have been against smoker
etiquette to tell him to shut his mouth, so I eventually just
crashed out on my friend’s couch.
Total Score: Because of the free weed, I’m required to
give this ‘party’ a score of 1 Keg Cup. Reluctantly.

Holiday Party at Piedra 3/9/06:

Thursday night approached and some friends and I rolled
out to a Holiday party over at Piedra Del Sol being
thrown by an apt. full of girls. We had St. Patty’s Day,
4th of July, Chinese New Year and even the illegitimate
child of holidays, Kwanzaa, represented. Upon arriving
we were excited to find that the apt. was filled to capacity.
We looked around and were quickly saddened to find that
there were only twenty people there. Another look around
and we were pushed further into a shame spiral when
we counted only four girls with two more who’s gender
we couldn’t quite determine. You couldn’t throw a chair
without hitting ten or more dudes. Only the punchbowl
filled with questionable amounts of liquor and the jellowiggler-shots helped me to ease the pain. Overall, two
keg cups because people dressed up for the theme and I
got hammered for cheap.

Roomie’s B-day 5/2

It was my roommate’s birthday, so naturally drinking was
on the agenda. Imagine my surprise when I walked in the
door to suddenly find booze waiting for me. Ha! Got you.
That’s happened too many times to be surprising. Gotta
love my rommate. He, being the birthday boy, decided to
go the thug route and purchase enough gin and juice to
turn any alcoholic rapper into a convulsing, puking retard. The rest of the selection included, Vodka, Gin, Rum,
and Coors. You need a brew to round off all that hard-a,
I’ve found. Anyway, as acting DJ I can assure you the
music was pumping and the house was a-rockin’, to the
complaints of at least one neighbour. Unfortunately the
party suffered from two very unfortunate conditions; lack
of chicks and lack of girls. Also, my pad doesn’t boast
much space to really let loose, which made the 2:1 dudefemme ratio all the more apparent. We don’t even have
enough room for a keg. If we put one in somebody would
likely have had an unfortunate, fatal dance-off accident.
Come to think of it, that really would have pumped
up the party, so long as we were too drunk to call 911.
Maybe next time. Total Score: 3 Keg Cups

Hometown Party 2/18

I was filled with excitement at the prospect of getting it
on with some of the hot chicks from my high school who
were once unattainable. I recieved a ride from my friend
and thusly was prepared to drink ‘till I found myself
interesting and witty. In preperation I picked up a twelve
pack and a fifth for myself. It turned out it was a suprise
birthday party, everyone enjoys suprises! Not if the guest
of honor decides to eat dinner and desert with their parents before taking a shower and nobody can find a good
excuse to have her come over early. While we waited I
decided to dip into the liquor stash just to pass the time.
Two hours later and she still hadn’t shown up and I was
getting toasty since some girls brought out Jagermeister
and we were passing it around. By the time the birthday
girl showed up I was so drunk I couldn’t stand up to hide.
The rest of the night is a blur but the phrases “Party-ruiner!” and “Carpet pisser!” were repeatedly lobbed in my
direction that evening. Overall, I’m glad that I decided
to come back to San Diego the next day and that I live
far-far away from that girl and her dumb carpet. Overall,
two keg cups because I got trashed and somehow ended
up waking up in my own bed with no regrets.

Frat Row Party 4/28

I had every intention of writing a party review for the
kegger some frat buddies invited me to, but I got pissdrunk faster than planned, so now I have to recreate the
night based on eye-witness accounts. Although the keg
fell through, a quick beer run remedied the situation and
the brew began to flow endlessly (+1). Unfortunately, the
girl-guy ratio was rather low (-1), but I got belligerent
before I could make any moves anyway (-1 to me for my
lack of game). There was beer pong, of course, and at
one point there was an exciting, high-stakes $100 match.
Eventually the beer pong ended, as it generally does,
in violence (instigated by yours truly) which quickly
escalated into an all-out beer war with cups, cans, and
beer flying all over the apartment (+2). None were spared
from the crossfire. My own memory ends there and picks
up passed out face-down on the couch next to a couple
boxes of pizza, but I’m told that I hopped up on the beer
pong table and started making beer angels as people
poured Pabst all over me. Then our gracious host rustled
up some weed and a few of us got our cross-fade on (+2).
All in all, great time was had by all. Especially me, I’m
told. Total Score: 4 delicious keg cups.

Rockstars Of Comedy 4/21

What a ridiculously crazy night! Myself and a fellow
Koala staffer went to the shittiest part of L.A. (N. Hollywood), only to have one of the greatest times of our
lives, dare I say. The comedian we had met prior forgot
to put our names on the guest list, but thanks to the slutty
quarterback of the Lingerie Bowl (S.D. native I might
add) we were given VIP and allowed to dabble with the
Hollywood personnel and eat cheese on a stick, egg w/
crab, and had all the free beer and wine you could consume. And of course, we did consume. My friend told the
bartender she was beautiful, which set us up for drinks
the entire night without even having to ask for them. Did
I mention that “you are beautiful” lady at Effins? The
comedians were on point as well (props to Dan Levy)
making fun of handi-capped strippers, masterbation
techniques, and Israeli’s. If the local church was closed
and you lost your sense of moral or possibly needed some
guidance, this was the spot to be at. The only downfall
was that everyone was on coke except for us, which
made me a little depressed. Who wouldn’t want to have
an incredibly addicting drug up their nose while talking
to America’s hottest quarterback (sorry Matt Leinhart).
There’s nothing like drunk driving for 2 hours to close the
night! We didn’t have much music in the car but the tunes
of the speed bumps hitting our tires every 5 seconds made
for a great listen. 4 keg cups out of 5, almost perfect.

Dorm Beer Pong Tourney 4/19

Whoever said you can’t live it up in the dorms? Sure,
partying in a regular double room is an easy formula for
drunken claustrophobia, but the important part is violating University policy, which I can assure you, we were.
We’re talking about the 9th Floor Regional Chappy Beer

Pong Championship, after all. The beer pong “table” was
fashioned from a disattached closet door balanced on two
chairs, a true testament to college ingenuity and intoxication. The intensity ran high, especially when the party
reached its maximum capacity of 15. Of course, lowering
the potential partiers increases the beer-to-my mouth ratio, and having lost the tournament horribly (me and my
partner garnered a perfect 0-3 record) I was taking full
advantage of the surplus brew. Also, I hate people. Ok,
time for some arithmetic; +1 for plenty of beer, +1 for no
lame-ass mooches, -1 for lack of whores, -1 for lack of
places to pass out, +1 for non-stop beer pong action, +1
for the chick that took off her pants, and +1 for sticking it
to the man. Total Score: 3 Red Cups of Natty Lite.

Engineering Party El Cajon 4/29

My friend invited me to an ‘engineering party’. I know
what you’re thinking...but it was a 3 kegger, so I said,
what the hell? A couple car loads of women came by
to pick us up, and at that moment I felt as if God gave
me a free hall pass to get belligerent and have a great
night. One would think that words such as “protractor”,
“geotechnical”, and “seismically” would be overheard
at an engineering party. Oh, let me tell you, these kids
knew how to substitute their studious vocabulary words
with party terms like, “slut”, “dick”, and “beer” within no
time. I was at an SDSU party after all. There was a built
in beer pong table in the house kitchen as well! The first
my sweet virgin eyes have ever seen. Being a beer pong
connoisseur, I was in love upon sight, but then one of the
girls I met during the party came up to me and I soon lost
interest in the smooth, firm, and attractive table. There
were a couple kids in the garage room, beat boxing and
freestyling, who definitely livened up the party. I could
do several things with my mouth (or so my dad told me),
beatboxing is not one of ‘em. I then proceeded to drink
until I couldn’t remember my name. And then, I drank
some more until I could, or at least I thought that was my
name. A decent 3 keg cupper.

House Party Montezuma Rd. 4/29

The second party of the night! Woo-hoo! As we leave
the ‘engineering party’ we feel slightly intoxicated, and
100% smarter. We arrive at the Montezuma house, only
to find that there is no keg in sight. But, what do we
see in the corner? A kegerator! Amen to Kegasus, the
kegerator God, who has blessed us with these gifts. I lost
track of the people I came to the party with, so I walked
around looking for a cutie to talk to. I found a large man
instead. He was chill though...only after the initial minute
of learning I was from L.A. (he was from the Bay). I
went back inside, only to find the kegerator line empty! I
knelt before the God and prayed for all my sins (I didn’t
want to lie, so I recounted every last time I drank out of
a beer can). Coming from beer-inspired spontaneity, I
challenged the group I came with to a chugging match.
I won! Actually, I lost, but it still felt good to type in
“I won”. It was great that second time too. When I first
came to the house, I felt enlightened from talking to all
those engineering majors at the previous party, and would
say that my IQ jumped up about 50 points. After leaving
the Montezuma house party, and talking to less motivated
SDSU students, I would have to say my IQ dropped right
back down to where it should be. My liver.
Overall grade, 2 cups.

DU Safari Party 4/22

Upon gaining entrance I was impressed by the atmosphere, there was a decent ratio, it was obvious people
were there to get fucked up (+3 Stars). I was quickly
handed beer only to discover it was Natty Light (-1 Star)
and was not provided any more beer the rest of the night
(-1 Star). Me and a buddy spent the night chatting up a
couple of naiive students but lost interest and left in the
noble persuit of more beer and possibly beef jerkey, overall a solid 1 keg cup party.

If you e-mail us ahead of time, we
might review your next party
editor@sdsu.koalahq.com
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Koala Personals

Well, well, look at you. What a great reader, you made it all the way
to the last page. Well, you’re in luck. This is the part of the Koala
that is 100% for the people, by the people. So read up, and see what
that dipshit who sits behind you in Poli Sci really thinks about you.
Maybe that’ll encourage you to write one of your own, lazy-ass.
Lost-Dignity. Last seen two Friday
nights ago behind the old Rubio’s. If
found, please return to the girl who cries
whenever she thinks about what Daddy
would say.
Dear fellow frat brothers,
Please stop making me pee on the
other pledges. They don’t like it and I
feel immoral.
my roomate doesn’t know, but i pooped
on the floor and cleaned it up with his
face towel.
dear pathetic college student,
stop calling the police on me when i
turn my guitar up. if you have any further complaints please contact me personally so i can give you a spoon to eat
my ass.
Hey Mark,
You couldn’t please a woman if you had
a vibrating penis, a head made of chocolate and hundred dollar bills growing
out of your armpits. I’m not sure if MM
stands for minute man or millimeter,
but if you hook up with him, keep your
undies handy.
to the guy who wears a t-shirt over your
striped button down, i want you to die
Believe me when I tell you ... bulemics
give the WORST blowjobs.
I’m not really conceited. I mean, I’m not
one of those girls that goes up to other
girls and says “You’re ugly” and “I’m
better than you,” I just think it.
My VD test came back clean as a whistle. I only have herpes and mono.

Foreign professors make me sick. Birds
don’t have to deal with this shit. If a bird
traveling from India comes to the States
I garentee that Indian bird isn’t bringing
a fucked up accent with him. So why do
we humans have to deal with it? This
does not play towards our constitutional
goal of uniting the world. Fuck birds.
Well, I may have to pay for my own
drinks, but I can go to the bathroom
whenever I want to

relieving theraputic dissertations found
in your personals section. on that note,
fuck the world
- grateful reader
To the gorgeous young girl who works
at the left desk in the computer/electrical engineering office. I remember seeing you working there when I explored
the school as a senior in HS and being
amazed at how beautiful you are. Im the
dashing junior CompE student who will
be in the compe office handing in homework. ;-)
-Man of Your Dreams

Dear fuckhead in my Islam class:
No one cares. You suck and you’re annoying. Shut the fuck up before someone
The “Fuck The Koala”
kills you.
Personal of the Month:
Love,
I love the koala. It makes for really
the someone that wants to kill you
Wanted:
A tall well-built woman with good
reputation, who can cook frog
legs, who appreciates a good fucshia garden, classical music and talking without getting too serious.
But please only read lines 1,3,and 5.
-the male SDSU population
To the “Little Doll”:
You are probably the most annoying
roommate I have ever had. It’s not that
you forget to flush the toilet or leave
scummy dishes in the sink long enough
to grow magic mushrooms... you just
plain suck ass. Major ass. That, and you
sound like a whiny little dog that just got
kicked. Get out of the house and find a
life, for the health of all of us.
Thanks,
The Roommate Who Hates You More
Than Liverwurst

Dear Roommates of My Boyfriend:
Get the fuck out of the house already!!!
Boy with the tight pants- when I saw
you eat it at East Commons the other day All we want is to have mad hot sex all
day long. Is that too much to ask?!
after the rain I knew I was in love. At
first I wanted to laugh, but I realized that A
asdf
no one could have fallen so gracefully
in such tight pants. I am very impressed
Koala:
they did not rip down the backside. Let
thanks for the off-color humour. it’s a
me rip them for you. -Girl who almost
lifesaver. as are the wonderfully stresslaughed

good papering around the apartment
while house training my new little
puppy.
Recent Chatter On Our Website:
D.S.: who’s the hotty in figure 1 on the backpage of your latest issue. Vol 2, Issue III.
OOOOOOWWWWWWWW! My bits are in
lustsssss.....
Crumbly Bitters: how come she’s so small?

Well, we thought about this and thought
about this, and then we figured it was
obvious that you just wanted more. So
we are proud to introduce to you, back
by popular demand, Figure 1 (fig.1)!

Fig. 1
Send a personal to personals@sdsu.koalahq.com
or go online to sdsu.koalahq.com (we’ll print it)

